**How to Comics Jam!**

**IT'S SIMPLE!** First, everyone grab a blank piece of paper!

Okay! That was easy! What next?

Now: **draw something!** Start a story in the first box! It can be about whatever you want:

- A space ninja on a secret mission?
- A dog going on holiday?
- A banana?

Hmmm. It's up to you!

Now, divide it up into four boxes!

(You can use a ruler, or fold it up if that's easier!)

Take a few minutes on it, and then...

...everyone pass their sheet to the person on their left!

It's about a banana!

Ha! Cool -
Now, everyone has to think how to continue the story the other person started!

Ooh! I know what's going to happen next...

Check it out! The banana got superpowers!

Ha! Cool.

And then after a few minutes, pass it on to the next person!

AND THAT'S ABOUT IT!

(One tip: I've found that sometimes people get a bit upset if their characters get killed off straight away in panel two, so... maybe try to not do that?)

Finally, when everyone has drawn their panel, give the page back to the person who started it...

...and let's see what we've got!

Rule 1: No murdering!

Awwww!

So there was a banana... who got superpowers... and fought an evil cyborg hamster... but then they got married!

The End.